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Abstract 
Xiao, G.-Z., B.-Z. Shen, C.-K. Wu and C.S. Wong, Some spectral techniques in coding 
theory, Discrete Mathematics 87 (1991) 181-186. 
Let f be a real-valued function on the n-dimensional linear space F” over F = (0, 1) and let 
A be a linear transformation of F” into F”. The Walsh spectrum of the composite f 0 A is 
obtained. In particular, the Walsh spectrum of the degenerated function of f is obtained. 
Certain known related results are generalized. 
1. Introduction 
We shall use F to denote the field (0, l} of two elements, use M,,,,,, to denote 
the set of all m x n matrices over F, and use GFm(2) to denote the Galois field of 
2” elements. Also, GFm(2) will be viewed as F” = Mmxl. Let f be a real-valued 
function on GFm(2) and let A E M,,,,,. The main purpose of this paper is to find a 
formula for the Walsh spectrum off 0 A (Theorem 1) and use it to find the Walsh 
spectrum of the degenerate function, g, off (Theorem 4); g itself can be found 
(Theorem 3) through the quotient group character theorem (Theorem 2). 
Theorems 2 and 3 were proved in [l] by assuming that VI fl V = {0}, where V is 
a certain linear subspace of GFm(2) and VI is the orthogonal complement of V in 
GF(2), i.e. Y-l = {x E GF”‘(2): x’u = 0 for all u E V}. The above results are 
useful in coding theory, e.g. Theorem 3 plays an important role in [2]. 
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2. Generalized inverses 
For better understanding, we shall state a few results on generalized inverses. 
Let AEM,,,~,,. Then A will be viewed as a linear map of GF”(2) into GF”(2), 
and ker A, Im A will respectively denote the kernel and image set of A, i.e., 
ker A = {n E GF(2): Ax = 0}, Im A = {Ax: x E GF”(2)). An element B E M,,, is 
called a generalized inverse of A and denoted by A- if ABA = A; B is a reflexive 
generalized inverse of A if A, B are generalized inverses of each other; B is called 
a Moore-Penrose inverse of A and denoted by A+ if B is a reflexive generalized 
inverse of A, (AB)‘= AB, and (BA)‘= BA. Since every linear subspace of 
GFn(2) has a direct summand in GF”(2), A- always exists. (This result will not 
hold if GF”(2) is replaced by a module over a ring with an identity). The reflexive 
generalized inverse of A always exists and can be found from any A- in a simple 
way: A-AA- is a reflexive generalized inverse of A. For A-, 
A-A is an indempotent, i.e. (A-A)’ = A-A, (1) 
hence 
GFn(2) = Im A-A @ ker A-A; (2) 
ker A-A = ker A, (3) 
hence 
r(A-A) = r(A); (4) 
A+ exists if and only if (ker A) fl (ker A)l = (0) 
and (Im A) fl (Im A)* = (0). (5) 
Thus if A+ does not exist (see [3]), then we take V = ker A or Im A so that 
VII V’I # (0). In fact, one can measure the size of Im A rl (ImA)I by the 
following formula: 
dim(Im A) rl (Im A)l = r(A) - r(A’A). (6) 
The above (l)-(6) hold even if GFm(2) and GF(2) are replaced by m-, 
n-dimensional inear spaces over an arbitrary field. 
3. The Walsh spectrum of f 0 A 
Let f be a real-valued function on GFm(2). Then the Walsh transform (or 
Walsh spectrum) off is defined as S,: 
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The function f + S, is nice in that it is one-to-one: 
(7) 
it is multiplicative with respect to the convolution * : if g is a real-valued function 
on GFm(2), then Sfeg = S,S,, where 
(f *g)(z) = ,~G~(*)f(r -YMY), z E GF”G% 
and it is bi-continuous: fn --, f (pointwise) if and only if Sfn-, S, (pointwise). By a 
result in [4], the sum of W,(x) over a linear subspace V of GF”‘(2) is 
xTV W,(x) = 2dim “X&J), v E GFm(2). (8) 
Thus for the sum x = EfzlXj of independent random variables Xj in GFm(2) with 
probability function g, the probability function of yI is g’ and it converges to f if 
and only if for the linear span, V, of {x E GF”(2): g(x) > 0}, f = 2-dim “xv and V 
is not a subset of any hyperplane H, = {x E GF”(2): V’X = l}. Now let A EM,,,,,. 
Our goal is to find the Walsh spectrum of the composite f 0 A. Since 
kerA = (ImA’)l by (8), 
,c;rA w,(x) = 2”-‘(A)&,A’(4~ 21 E GF’V). (9) 
Theorem 1. Let f be a real-valued function on GF”‘(2) and let A E Mm,,. Then 
&_A(@ =2”-‘(A)X~m~‘(W)SXlmnf((A-)tw), w E GF”(2). 
Proof. By (2) and (3), 
$.AtW)= c c f (A(u + v))w,(u + v) 
uaIm(A-A) uokerA 
= ucl;A_A) “E;rAf (A(u))Ww(u)Ww(v) 
= ,,I&f (A(u))w,(u) ,EzrA W,(v). 
BY (9), 
sf.A(w) = (U,,mFA_Ajf (A(u))w,(u))2.-‘“‘Xm+V). 
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It suffices to prove 
S x,,,,,(W)‘w) = c f(A(u))W,(u). (10) 
uelm(A-A) 
Let yi E GF”(2) and pi = A-Ayi, i = 1, 2. Suppose that Au1 =AuZ. Then 
AA-Ay, = AAwAy*, i.e. Ay, = Ay*. So u1 = u2. By (4), both ImA and ImA-A 
have 2rtA) elements. So u+Au is a bijection of ImA-A onto ImA. Now let 
ui E GFn(2) and xi = Au, i = 1, 2. Suppose that A-x1 =A-x2. Then A-Au, = 
A-Au2. By (3), Au1 =AuZ, i.e. x1 =x2. So x+A-x is a one-to-one map on 
ImA. Thus 
= LY2) 
Xlm~(X)f(x)W~~-)f~(x) = Sx,mAf((A-)f~), 
proving (10). Cl 
Corollary 1. Let A E M,,,,,, and let f be a real-valued function on GF*(2). Suppose 
that r(A) = n. Then 
+-A(@ = Sx,mJ(A-W, w E GF”(2). 
Hence if m = n and A-’ exists, then 
SfoA(w) = $((A-‘)‘w), w E GF”(2). 01) 
For a random variable X in GF”(2) with a probability function g, the spectrum 
of the probability function f of AX is 
$(v) = Sg(Afv), v E GFm(2). (12) 
If m = n and A-’ exists, then (12) is (11) with v = (A-‘)‘w and g = f 0 A. 
4. The degenerated function off 
We first prove the quotient group character theorem: 
Theorem 2. Let V be a linear subspace of GF”(2), let L be the set of all 
real-valued functions on GF”‘(2) that are constant on each coset of V in GFm(2), 
and let Q, = {W,,,: w E V’}. Suppose that L is endowed with the inner product 
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Then Q, is an orthogonal basis for L. 
Proof. By definition of W,,, and (7), Q,, c V and Qv is orthogonal. Now let f E L. 
It suffices to prove that 
(13) 
There exists a set S of 2m-dim v elements such that y + V + y is a one-to-one 
function of S onto GF”‘(2)/V. By definition 
W) = z_f (z)wv(z) = c c f (n + Y)W”(X + y). 
xev yes 
Since f E L, 
%(v) = xIxy~sf (Y)w,(X)K(Y) = *Iv K(X)yzsf (Y)W”(Y). 
BY (g), 
q(v) =2dimVXV4~E f(Y)K(Y). 
YES 
In particular, outside VI, $(v) = 0. So by (7), (13) follows. •I 
Theorem 3. Let f be a real-valued function on GFm(2) and let E be the linear span 
of {W E GF”(2): S’(W) f 0). Let {hi}:==, be a basis of E and H = [h,, hZ, . . . , h,]. 
Then there exists a real-valued function g on GFr(2) such that f = g 0 H’, i.e. 
f(x) = g(H’x), x E GFm(2). 
Proof. Let V = El. Then there exists a set S of 2’ elements such that x+x + V 
is a one-to-one map of S onto GF”(2)/V. 
f(x) = 2-mweG2CZj &(v)W&) = 2-“xTE $(v)W&), x E GFm(2). 
Since E = V*, by Theorem 2, f is constant on each coset of V. Since r(H’) = r, 
Im H’= GF(2). Let ur, u2 ES such that H’uI = H’u2. Then ur - u2 E ker H’ = 
E- = V. By the choice of S, u1 = u 2. Since both A and GF(2) have 2’ elements, 
u+ H’u is a one-to-one map of S onto GF(2). 
Let y E GFr(2). Then there exists a unique y, E S such that H’y, = y. Define 
g(y) = f (y.). Let x E GFm(2). Then x EX~ + V for some x1 E S and x1 = y. for 
some y E GF’(2). Since f is constant on x1 + V, 
f(x) =f (x1) =f (ye) = g(y) = g(H’y*) = g(Hk). 
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Since x -x1 E V = EL, H’(x -x1) = 0. So H’x = H’x, and hence f(x) = 
g(li’x). 0 
The above g is called the degenerated function of t The following result 
determines g through its Walsh transform and may be treated as an application of 
Theorem 1. 
Theorem 4. In Theorem 3, 
S,(v) = 2-‘“-“I”, v E GF(2). 
Proof. Since f = g 0 H’, by Theorem 1, 
sf(w) = 2m-r(nl)XIm(H’)‘(W)SX(,m(lF))g ((VZ’ -)‘w), 
w E GF(2). Since r(H’) = r, Im(H’)’ = Im H = E, and Im(H’) = GF(2), 
$69 = 2”-‘x&)~,(((Z0-)‘(~)). 
Let u E GF’(2) and w = ZZv. Then w E E and so 
S#Z?J) = 2”~‘s,(((ZZ’)-)‘(ZZV)). 
Since H’ is onto GF’(2), H’(H’)- is the identity function, Z, on GF’(2). So 
((H’)_)‘H = (H’(H’)-)’ = f = I. 
Hence 
Sf(ZZV) = 2”-‘s,(V), 
i.e. 
S,(V) = 2++S,(HV). 0 
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